
 
 

IAGP Webinar with 
Dr Carlos A Raimundo – Melanie Raimundo 
Two Apps for face to face & online therapy 

 
1. Introduction to Play of Life a 3D Visualisation ans Simualtion method 

Saturday 27th February 10am CET (Rome Time) 

 
2. Two Digital apps. Play of Life digital, a virtual psychodrama; and 

RCompass a Digital Sociometry  
Sunday 28th February 10am CET (Rome Time) 

 
The Play of Life is based on psychodrama, sociometry, systems theory, active role theory, and neuroscience developed by Dr 

Carlos A Raimundo the creator of the Play of Life method for which he received  
the Innovators award by the ASGPP 2002 

Day 1, Feb 27th, 10 am CET (Rome Time) 

The Play of Life Method.   
In a nutshell, the Play of Life, a 3D Visualisation and simulation method (3DVSM) expands verbal communication (therapy) 
that is a cortical process subject to Cognitive Biasses (Defence Mechanisms) by accessing the Limbic system. The method 
uses small figures, templates and specific directions for different therapeutic needs. The manipulation of the figures 
stimulate the mirror motor neurons and stimulate memory and emotions through a non-verbal, tridimensional process. 
It’s a miniature psychodrama useful for expressive and verbal therapies. It’s based on Morenean classical psychodrama 
and Rojas-Bermudes contributions to psychodrama. Applicable in any clinical situation but with specific use with those 
with language (migrants-refugees) or verbal difficulties such as autism, psychological and psychiatric challenges, trauma, 
farewells, and enhancing spirituality. It has been effectively used with people from the ages of 4 to 94. 

For more information: link to journal article, and Link to free Play of Life Starter course 
 

Day 2, Feb 28th 10am CET (Rome Time) 

Two Digital Apps. Play of Life digital and RCompass App, a virtual sociometry. 

The Play of Life App has been developed to meet the demand for online therapy and can also be used with clients in a 
face-to-face session due to the limitation of acquiring Playmobil figures in certain countries. As we move to see more 
clients online, we wouldn’t like them to miss out on the insights gained through expressive methods, such as Psychodrama 
and the Play of Life. We wish our clients to continue having life-changing insights and transformation through online 
sessions mimicking ludic-playful experiences.  

How does the App work? In online therapy, the clients share their screen and are guided by the therapist through specific 
Play of Life techniques-protocols or an empty stage. It mimics a psychodrama session, with the benefit that you have 
digital auxiliary-egos. It can be used in individual and group therapy.  A practical application for psychodramatists, 
expressive therapists and verbal therapies, such as psychoanalysis, CBT, short therapies.  

Participants of the webinar will receive free access to the digital application currently in BETA  stage and a discount if they 
desire to complete the online Play of Life course. 



 

RComapss, a virtual sociometry. Sociometry is one of Moreno’s philosophical foundations, in sync with Martin 
Buber’s “I and Thou” philosophy. Both authors worked together on the philosophy of the encounter. Moreno’s 
Social Atom and the concept of Tele enriched the way to observe, map, analyse and propose alternatives to 
social interactions. Sociometry has been widely used in individual and family therapy, socio-political analysis 
and in the corporate-business world. Sociometric mapping, (sociograms), concretise emotional dynamics of a 
relational system and a quantitative way of measuring relationships, hence the name socio-metry. 

RCompass is digital sociometry that depicts a Social Atom and the Tele in the system providing qualitative and 
quantitative information. As a digital app, it also offers,  

a.- the possibility to add more information about each person in the system such as personal qualities, 
hopes and fears, etc. useful for Role Reversal. 

b.- using algorithms automatically measures qualitative information about the Relational Capital of the 
system called RCi (Relationship Capital index) An RCi of “5” shows a healthy system where issues, 
difficulties and conflicts will likely be easily resolved by the system. An RCi of “1.5”, “as the case of a 
client, gave her an objective reality of her family system and explained the tensions they had 
experienced for many years, everything in the system is difficult and exhausting. Through the App, she 
has been able to develop healthier roles to better contribute to the systems instead of adding fuel into 
the fire, as she used to do.” 

c.- The App also has other applications and scenarios, including the Pillars of Life technique and family 
constellations. 

d.- A tool for EMDR practitioners.  

Purpose of the webinar: 

To Introduce the models to participants and have time for questions and applications. 

 

Articulation of the webinar: 

The webinar will balance theory and applications through case studies and participants questions and 
comments.  
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Authors and Speakers: 

Dr. Carlos A Raimundo 

Carlos has studies in medicine, surgery, psychotherapy, psychiatry in Argentina, 
theology in the USA, communities in Europe & USA and management & 
leadership in Australia. Carlos is the author of Relationship Capital (Prentice Hall, 
2002) and the creator of the 3d Visualisation and Simulation Model also known 
as Play of Life®, which has revolutionised individual and team behavioural 
transformation and for which he received the Innovation Award by the ASGPP in 

New York 2002. The captivating simplicity of his methodology facilitates change in people’s lives in an 
alive, sharp and useful manner by bypassing the neo-cortex and directly connecting with the limbic 
system; the part of the brain that deals with emotions, memory and sustainable behavioural change. 



Carlos and his methods are as much at home coaching the General Secretary of the OEA in strategic 
management as they with coaching Kiribati indigenous elders in the south Pacific. 

Carlos is an Adjunct Research Fellow at the Australian Centre for Christianity and Culture at Charles 
Sturt University.  

Email: Dr.Carlos@Playoflife.com 

 

Melanie Raimundo 

Melanie has a Diploma in Counselling; she’s a student of Philosophy and 
Psychology at Macquarie University, a Facilitator and Accredited Play of Life 
Trainer and Coach, and Enneagram.rc Coach. Melanie is also an International 
Presenter and Speaker. Melanie is a professional member of the International 
Enneagram Association (IEA) and a partner of Relationship Capital, a corporate 
and personal consulting organisation. She’s also a professional opera singer in 
training. Melanie has her private practice working with individuals, couples and 
families. She has previously worked corporately with government and private 
organisations including HealthShare, Dept of Health, QANTAS, Origin Energy and 
with Faith-Based, Nonprofit NPO organisations. Melanie has presented her work 

at International Enneagram Conferences in Argentina and the Netherlands.  

Email: melanie@playoflife.com 


